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Full-Vectorial Matched Interface and Boundary (MIB)
Method for the Modal Analysis of

Dielectric Waveguides
Shan Zhao

Abstract—This paper introduces the matched interface and
boundary (MIB) method for the eigenmode analysis of two di-
mensional step-index waveguides. The MIB method distinguishes
itself from other existing interface methods by avoiding the use
of the Taylor series expansion and by introducing the concept
of the iterative use of low-order jump conditions. The difficulty
associated with other interface approaches in extending to ul-
trahigh order is thus bypassed in the MIB method. In solving
rectangular waveguide with a single straight interface, the MIB
interface treatment can be carried out systematically so that the
resulting scalar approach is of arbitrarily high order, in principle.
Orders up to 12 are confirmed numerically for both transverse
magnetic and transverse electric modes. In dealing with rectan-
gular waveguide with a dielectric corner, a novel full-vectorial
MIB method is proposed, in which an advanced corner handling
technique is applied to accommodate the singular behavior of field
near the corner. Benchmark problems are employed to validate
the proposed full-vectorial approach. Higher order convergence is
achieved numerically.

Index Terms—Dielectric corner, dielectric interface, finite differ-
ence, high-order method, matched interface and boundary, step-
index waveguide.

I. INTRODUCTION

S TEP-INDEX type optical waveguides are basic building
blocks of optoelectronic devices. Numerical simulation is

an indispensable tool for the test and design of such devices.
Many of these optical simulations are carried out in the frame-
work of finite-difference modeling. However, due to the field
discontinuities, the numerical accuracy of the finite-difference
schemes commonly deteriorates at material interfaces [1]. In
order to restore the accuracy, special interface treatments are
required to enforce the physical interface conditions in the fi-
nite-difference discretization.

The importance and challenge of maintaining numerical ac-
curacy near the dielectric interface have stimulated much ef-
fort in the recent years. The first treatment of this kind was
considered by Stern [2] in his pioneer semivectorial approach.
By taking into account the polarization effects, this interface
treatment is essentially achieved via averaging the permittivity
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over meshes. A more flexible approach, based on the Taylor se-
ries expansion, was proposed by Vassallo [3]. His finite-differ-
ence scheme can achieve uniformly second-order convergence
for step-index waveguides. Since then, several modified finite-
difference schemes/equations with second-order accuracy have
been formulated [4]–[6].

It is well known that, compared with the common
second-order finite difference methods, higher order schemes
could not only deliver high accuracy with the use of usual grids
but also allow the use of coarse grids while still maintaining
good accuracy. Furthermore, as noted by Hadley [7], the
very coarse grid of the higher order finite-difference schemes
will lead to dramatic savings in computational effort, so that
large-scale photonic problems that are previously intractable
can be solved. Thus, there is much research interest in the field
of step-index waveguides [1] to develop higher order finite-dif-
ference schemes. Nevertheless, when formulating higher order
schemes, the proper enforcement of higher order interface
conditions becomes extremely important [8]. In particular,
higher order interface schemes are indispensable for designing
new higher order finite-difference schemes that really achieve
higher order convergence.

Most such higher order interface schemes in the field are
constructed based on the Taylor series expansion and via the
matching of higher order jump conditions across the interface.
For example, up to third-order jump conditions were used
in Vassallo’s three-point generalized Douglas scheme with a
truncation error of [1]. Similarly, higher order interface
schemes using jump conditions of fourth order [9] and sixth
order [10] are considered in the literature. Chiou et al. [11] pro-
posed another interface scheme based on a generalized Taylor
series expansion, with which up to fifth-order jump conditions
can be enforced. With this new interface modeling, fourth-order
accurate generalized Douglas formulas were derived for both
one-dimensional [11] and two-dimensional [12] step-index
waveguides. The full-vectorial interface matching involving up
to fourth-order coupled jump conditions has also been proposed
in a higher order finite-difference approach [13].

Also based on the Taylor expansion, the derivation of several
finite-difference equations with higher order accuracy has been
presented by Hadley [7], [14], [15] for photonic simulations.
By properly matching zeroth- and first-order jump conditions,
a quasi-fourth-order approximation is derived for (1-D) beam
propagation [7]. The method has been extended to deal with
(2-D) step-index waveguides with nearly 1-D structures [14].
Later, by using a similar interface treatment, but considering
formal infinite series solution of the 2-D Helmholtz equation
involving Bessel functions, sines, and cosines, a full-vectorial
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finite difference equation method is constructed [15], which can
attain sixth-order accuracy for 2-D straight interface problems.

Another grand challenge in the design of higher order
finite-difference approaches for optical simulation is due to
the singular field behavior associated with a dielectric corner
[16]. A thorough semianalytical derivation of finite-difference
equations that satisfy correct physical conditions at a dielectric
corner has been considered by Hadley [17]. This leads to a
highly accurate full-vectorial modal analysis for 2-D wave-
guides with dielectric corners. This corner treatment has been
significantly improved by Thomas et al. [13] in their full-vec-
torial finite difference method so that a third-order convergence
could be secured for dielectric corner problems.

The success of all aforementioned interface schemes lies
in the clever use of two major mathematical components: the
Taylor expansion and high-order jump conditions. However,
it is also due to such two components that the generalization
of these interface schemes to even higher order is technically
challenging, because it will involve formidable algebra. In
this paper, we will propose a fundamentally different interface
scheme, the matched interface and boundary (MIB) method,
for modal analysis of rectangular dielectric waveguides. The
MIB was first proposed for solving Maxwell’s equations with
straight interfaces [8], and it has been recently generalized to
treat curved interfaces [18] and shape-edged interfaces [19] for
solving the Poisson equations. The MIB has also been reformu-
lated to impose complex boundary conditions for high-order
collocation methods [20].

The MIB method distinguishes itself from other existing in-
terface methods by avoiding the use of the Taylor expansion
and by introducing the concept of the iterative use of low-order
jump conditions. The difficulty associated with other interface
approaches in extending to ultrahigh order is thus simply by-
passed in the MIB method. Moreover, the MIB modeling is sys-
tematically carried out and can be made to arbitrarily high order
in principle. For example, MIB schemes of up to twelfth order
have been constructed for time-domain electromagnetic prob-
lems with straight interfaces [8]. For curved interfaces, up to
sixth-order schemes have been demonstrated for elliptic inter-
face problems [18].

The objectives of this paper are twofold. First, a scalar MIB
method will be introduced for solving Helmholtz equations with
single straight material interface. The new scheme restores the
convergence rate of finite-difference simulations at dielectric in-
terface to arbitrarily high orders for step-index optical wave-
guides. Secondly, coupled with an advanced corner treatment
[13], a full-vectorial MIB approach will be introduced to deal
with the rectangular-type dielectric waveguides. Higher order
convergence is also achieved. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Section II is devoted to the theory and algorithm of
the scalar and full-vectorial MIB methods. Numerical tests are
carried out to validate the proposed method in Section III. A
conclusion ends this paper.

II. THEORY AND ALGORITHM

In this section, we introduce the matched interface and
boundary methods for modal analysis of dielectric waveguides
with straight interfaces and dielectric corners. To this end,

Fig. 1. Illustration of partially dielectric-filled rectangular waveguides (a) with
a single dielectric interface and (b) with a dielectric corner.

scalar and full-vectorial eigenvalue problems of Helmholtz
equations will be solved, respectively.

A. Interface Schemes for Straight Interfaces

Consider a partially filled rectangular waveguide with a ma-
terial interface perpendicular to the - or -axis. A typical con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 1(a). For such a configuration, the
electromagnetic field modes will be hybrid ones that are combi-
nations of TE and TM modes [22]. Except on interfaces, it is
sufficient to consider the following two scalar Helmholtz equa-
tions, respectively, for TE mode:

(1)

and TM mode

(2)

Here and , is the propagation constant, is
the relative permittivity coefficient, and is the free-
space wave number with being the free-space wavelength.

In this paper, the MIB method will be formulated for solving
TM mode only. The corresponding jump conditions that
should be enforced to couple field solutions in both dielectric
media are

(3)

(4)

where the superscript or denotes the limiting value of a
function from, respectively, the negative or positive side of the
interface . Thus, and in Fig. 1(a). The
zeroth- and first-order jump conditions (3) and (4) will be iter-
atively imposed to construct higher order interface treatments
in the MIB method, so that the use of higher order jump condi-
tions, which is numerically too involved [8], is simply avoided.
The MIB solution of TE mode can be similarly constructed by
considering the corresponding jump conditions

(5)

In this paper, a uniform grid is assumed for simplicity. It is
noted that the interface may not need to be laid on the grid
in the present modeling. In the MIB methods [8], [18], [19], the
standard (2 )th-order central finite-difference approximation
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Fig. 2. Illustration of fictitious and original grid points used in the MIB scheme.
The fictitious points are shown as open circles, while the original grid points are
shown as filled circles.

[20] will be carried out away from the interface, while the fi-
nite-difference weights of nodes in the vicinity of the interface,
i.e., the so-called irregular points, shall be modified in order to
satisfy jump conditions. A universal rule here is that, to approx-
imate function or its derivatives on one side of interface, one
never directly refers to function values from the other side. In-
stead, in the MIB scheme, fictitious values from the other side
of the interface will be used. For example, consider a uniform
grid , with . Denote the function
value and fictitious value at the node as and , respec-
tively. See Fig. 2. The second-order finite-difference approxi-
mations near the interface will be modified to be

(6)

The general (2 )th-order central finite-difference approx-
imations can be similarly modified, which calls for a total
of 2 fictitious points on both sides of the interface. These
fictitious values will be resolved based on the discretized jump
conditions.

Referring to Fig. 2, at the first step, we determine two ficti-
tious values and by discretizing two jump conditions (3)
and (4) in the same manner of (6), i.e., never referring to func-
tion values across the interface

(7)

(8)

where and for and are one-
sided finite difference weights, respectively, for left and right
subdomains. Here the subscript represents interpolation

and the first-order derivative approximation , and is
for grid index. These finite-difference weights can be generated
through a call to a small subroutine presented in [21]. One-sided
approximations involving grid nodes in one side are used to

ensure the sufficiently high accuracy. By solving (7) and (8),
one can determine fictitious values and . We note that
the solved fictitious value is actually a linear combination that
represents or in terms of corresponding function values

[8], [20]. By substituting and into
(6), a second-order MIB method can be constructed.

To achieve the fourth-order accuracy, we determine two more
fictitious values by enforcing two jump conditions (3) and (4)
again

where the finite-difference weights and are different
from those in (7) and (8) because they involve a different set
of grid points; see Fig. 2. From these two equations, two new
unknowns and can be determined, since and
are known. With these four fictitious values, standard fourth-
order central finite-difference approximations can be evaluated
at either or , in a manner similar to (6). This gives rise to
a fourth-order MIB method.

By iteratively determining two more fictitious points at each
step, finally we can attain 2 fictitious points for a (2 )th-
order central finite-difference approximation across the inter-
face. For the present rectangular waveguides with a single in-
terface, such a procedure can be carried out systematically and
is thus of arbitrarily high order in principle. Numerically, the
order of accuracy of the MIB method might be limited by the
parameter . To ensure the stability, in practice, is
hardly used [20]. Nevertheless, by using a large enough , up to
twelfth order of convergence has been verified in the literature
[8], which is still considerably superior than any other interface
schemes reported in the literature. Moreover, MIB schemes with

can be generated via more iterations [20]. Finally, we
note that the MIB interface matching need only be carried out
once along one grid line. The solved representation coeffi-
cients can then be used in any other grid lines [8], [20].

We note that the matrix bandwidth of the proposed approach
is determined by at regular grid points. At irregular points,
such a bandwidth will be further extended if . Conse-
quently, for a twelfth-order MIB scheme, the bandwidth will
be much larger than that of the lower order finite-difference
schemes. Nevertheless, such a MIB scheme is actually cost-ef-
fective because a coarse mesh will be sufficient to achieve a
good accuracy [8].

B. Interface Schemes for Dielectric Corners

Consider a partially filled rectangular waveguide with a di-
electric corner. A typical configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b).
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For dielectric corner problems, it is known that field compo-
nents are singular near the corner [16]. Since the transverse elec-
tric field itself diverges at the corner, transverse magnetic field
components and are conventionally used for modal anal-
ysis [13], [17]. Both and satisfy the scalar Helmholtz
equation (2) away from the interfaces. However, on the inter-
faces, the jump conditions couple and together so that a
full-vectorial finite difference approach is necessary for rectan-
gular waveguides with dielectric corners. Moreover, to achieve
high-order convergence, an appropriate corner treatment to ac-
count for the field singularity is indispensable [13], [17].

We first derive jump conditions. Across the interfaces, we
have that both and are continuous

(9)

By using the divergence-free property, one has the continuity of
the normal derivative of the normal component of

(10)

where denotes the normal direction. Finally, the continuity of
gives rise to

(11)

These zeroth- and first-order jump conditions were used in the
interface schemes reported in [13] and [17]. However, unlike the
interface scheme considered in [13], higher order jump condi-
tions will not be used in the proposed MIB method.

Consider the configuration shown in Fig. 1(b). Away from the
corner and interfaces, standard central finite-difference approxi-
mations of the Helmholtz equations for both and are car-
ried out. Away from the corner, the MIB interface treatments for
both and will be similarly conducted as in Section II-A.
For simplicity, we will discuss in detail the MIB scheme across
the interface with and , and the MIB scheme for the
other interface can be similarly formulated. Along the interface

and , jump conditions for are

(12)

These two conditions will be iteratively enforced to generate
2 fictitious values for on both sides of the interface, so
that the general (2 )th-order central finite differences can be
applied. The MIB scheme for calls for additional numerical
treatments, since the jump conditions for now involve

(13)
It is noted that the right-hand side of the first-order jump
condition has been simplified because the tangential
derivative of normal component is continuous, i.e.,

. The nonhomogeneous
term in (13) will be treated in essentially two steps. First, the
general MIB interface treatments for jump conditions involving

Fig. 3. An illustration of interface treatment of the full-vectorial MIB method.
The fictitious points and original grid points are shown as, respectively, open
circles and filled circles. Here � will be first approximated along the interface
(dashed line) in terms of auxiliary points (open squares), then will be interpo-
lated along � direction.

source terms will be conducted. Secondly, will be
accurately calculated via standard high-order finite differences
and interpolations.

Referring to Fig. 3, we denote the function value and ficti-
tious value of at the node as and , respectively,
and let . Jump conditions (13) will be
discretized as

(14)

(15)

from which and can be solved as linear combinations
in terms of . Similarly, other fictitious
values are also solved as linear combinations in terms of

after iterative matching. Like in the
previous cases, such a MIB representation needs to be carried
out only once. Then it can be used for different grid lines,
albeit should be estimated for a different .

To estimate , an appropriate central
finite difference will be used to approximate the derivative
along the interface; see Fig. 3. The order of such an approxima-
tion shall be at least the same as the overall MIB modeling. For
example, a fourth MIB treatment is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
involves four auxiliary points on the interface

(16)
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These auxiliary points will then be interpolated along each
grid line by using grid nodes and fictitious points exclusively
from one side of the interface. We note that in such a procedure,
one has certain flexibility in choosing auxiliary points and grid
nodes to interpolate them, as long as the requirement of order
of accuracy is satisfied. In Fig. 3, these auxiliary points are in-
terpolated using grid nodes from the right and two fictitious
points from the left for which fourth-order MIB representations
in terms of values are available in the previous calculations.

Like in previous studies, all finite-difference approximation
kernels and interpolation kernels involved in this paper are gen-
erated automatically via a call to the subroutine presented in
[21]. Therefore, this MIB interface treatment can still be carried
out systematically, and is thus of arbitrarily high order in prin-
ciple. Numerically, the order of the proposed MIB method will
be controlled via a user-input parameter , which determines
the order of all finite differences and interpolations being used.

C. Corner Treatments

By appropriately choosing mesh size so that the corner point
is not located on grid, it seems that the additional corner treat-
ment might be avoided because the jump conditions considered
in the last section are in fact valid for all irregular points of both
perpendicular interfaces. The aforementioned MIB schemes can
thus be applied, except that one-sided finite differences should
be used for estimating near the corner. However, such a dis-
cretization has been numerically found to be at most of second-
order accuracy. In fact, this order reduction has been pointed
out by many authors [13], [16], [17] and is due to the singular
behavior of field components in the vicinity of the corner. In
particular, it has been noted [13], [17] that all corner treatments
based on Taylor series methods, which include the current at-
tempt because the finite differences are derived from the Taylor
expansion, are doomed to be inaccurate. Instead, different local
expansions were suggested, from which semianalytical corner
treatments were constructed [13], [17].

In the following study, the state-of-art corner treatment in-
troduced in [13] will be used for the 2 2 grid points
surrounding the corner. Consider a local coordinate as shown in
Fig. 4(a). and will be approximated in the vicinity of the
corner as

(17)
where are undetermined coefficients and

, while the explicit expressions for and
can be found in [13]. To derive a difference equation for

a node near the corner, one needs to first determine 12
unknown coefficients involved in (17). This can be achieved by
fitting (17) to and values on six grid nodes. In other
words, are representation coefficients that ex-
press and in terms of six surrounding
nodes. After solving , termwise differentiations
are given in [13] so that the discretization of the Helmholtz
equation can be simply formed. Here, we note the flexibility in
choosing the stencil surrounding . In this paper, we first
fix five nodes as in the regular five-point finite difference, i.e.,

Fig. 4. (a) Local coordinate system used in the corner treatment. (b) Stencil
used in the corner treatment. If � � � , ���1� ��1� will be used. Otherwise,
���1� ��1� will be used. The same stencil will be used for all irregular points
near the corner.

1 , , 1 , 1 , and 1 . The sixth
node will be chosen depending on the media. For the corner con-
figuration shown in Fig. 4(b), we will pick up 1 1 if

, and 1 1 otherwise. The convergence rate of
such a stencil selection has been numerically found to be slightly
more uniform. After selection, the same stencil will be used for
all irregular points near the corner.

The order of accuracy of this corner treatment is known to
be third order [13]. Consequently, the overall order of the pro-
posed full-vectorial MIB approach is also limited to third order,
even though away from corner, ultrahigh orders can still be
achieved in the MIB interface treatments. The extension of the
current full-vectorial approach to high order is possible, pro-
vided a higher order corner treatment is utilized.

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

This section is devoted to the numerical tests of the proposed
MIB method for rectangular waveguides with a single interface
and two perpendicular interfaces. In all numerical studies, only
the fundamental mode is computed and reported through the use
of an iterative eigenvalue solver [23]. Other standard eigenvalue
solvers have also been tested, which yield the same results.

A. Numerical Results for Straight Interfaces

We first validate the proposed MIB method by considering
a partially filled waveguide with a single straight interface; see
Fig. 1(a). By assuming the perfect electric conducting (PEC)
conditions in all boundaries for both and , the analyt-
ical solutions of both TE and TM modes are available [22].
The detailed analytical expressions are given in Appendix A. In
this paper, the model parameters are chosen as follows:

, , , , , and .
By using a computer algebra system, such as Maple, the effec-
tive propagation constant can be calculated to be
2.4896986225840504 and 2.7253537501434527, respectively,
for TE and TM mode.

To discretize the problem, a uniform mesh with size
is used. The length of central finite-difference kernels used in
and directions is chosen as, respectively, 2 1 and 2 1.
At the PEC boundaries, the so-called antisymmetric and sym-
metric boundary extension [8], [20] is used, respectively, for
and in TE and TM mode. In this paper, a sufficiently accu-
rate discretization is used in the direction with fixed
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TABLE I
NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE TESTS OF THE SCALAR MIB SCHEMES FOR A PARTIALLY FILLED

WAVEGUIDE WITH HIGH CONTRAST PROFILE. HERE 1.57���� DENOTES 1.57� 10

TABLE II
NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE TESTS OF THE SCALAR MIB SCHEMES FOR A PARTIALLY FILLED WAVEGUIDE WITH LOW CONTRAST PROFILE

and . This spatial discretization has been numerically
found to be fine enough so that the approximation errors in
direction are negligible. In direction, across the material inter-
face , the MIB interface matching is carried out locally.

The absolute errors in estimating the effective eigenvalue
for both TE and TM modes are summarized in Table I. Scalar
MIB schemes with different order, i.e., different , are con-
sidered. The MIB parameter is chosen according to and
is given in Table I as well. For each MIB scheme, several dif-
ferent mesh sizes are tested, i.e., and . When
we double the mesh size , the numerical convergence order
can be simply calculated as

order

where and are the absolute error by using mesh size
and 2 , respectively. These numerically tested orders of

accuracy are also shown in Table I.
It is clear from Table I that for both TE and TM modes, the

proposed MIB schemes achieve the theoretical rate of conver-
gence, i.e., (2 )th-order for the MIB scheme with a given ,
except when a certain precision limit of the underlying eigen-
value solver is reached. In particular, such orders are attained
for and for TE mode. For , the twelfth
order is also detected numerically for TE mode when .

Since the accuracy level is already close to the precision limi-
tation, further refinement with could not be able to
further reduce the error. The similar convergence pattern is also
observed for TM mode, except now the numerical errors are
about one magnitude smaller. Consequently, for and

, the numerical order is just about 6.72. At last, we
note that if a larger is used, the MIB scheme should theo-
retically attain a higher order of convergence. Nevertheless, the
true orders for cannot be revealed numerically because
the precision limit of the eigenvalue solver is already achieved
by using a small , e.g., . Thus, such results are not
reported.

We next consider the same waveguide but with a low con-
trast profile, i.e., and . The analytical ef-
fective eigenvalue is known to be 1.1353451805555585 and
1.4596192660959783, respectively, for TE and TM mode.
The MIB results are listed in Table II. A similar convergence
pattern is observed in Table II, in comparison with Table I. How-
ever, the MIB errors now are all smaller than the corresponding
ones in Table I so that the twelfth order of could not be
numerically revealed.

B. Numerical Results for Dielectric Corners

We next explore the use of the proposed full-vectorial MIB
methods for rectangular waveguide with a dielectric corner. Two
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Fig. 5. Numerical convergence tests of the full-vectorial MIB schemes. (a) Case I with low contrast profile, (b) Case I with high contrast profile, (c) Case II with
low contrast profile, and (d) Case II with high contrast profile.

benchmark tests considered in [13] and [17] will be examined.
Referring to Fig. 1(b), the following model parameters are em-
ployed in both cases: , , and .
In Case I, for all boundaries, homogeneous Dirichlet and homo-
geneous Neumann conditions are used for and , respec-
tively. Both low contrast profile ( and ) and
high contrast profile ( and ) will be studied. In
Case II, for , homogeneous Neumann condition is used for
upper and right boundaries and homogeneous Dirichlet condi-
tion is used for the other two boundaries. Boundary conditions
for are the opposite. Both low contrast profile ( and

) and high contrast profile ( and ) will
be considered. For both cases, the exact propagation constants,
which are accurate to eight or more decimal places, are available
in [17] to benchmark numerical results. The absolute errors of
the MIB schemes will be reported.

In this paper, a uniform mesh with or
is used. In order to apply the corner treatment in-

troduced in [13], is chosen as the interface lying midway be-
tween adjacent grid nodes. The same bandwidth is used for fi-
nite-difference approximation in both and directions, i.e.,

. As in the previous study, homogeneous
Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann conditions are imposed,
respectively, via the antisymmetric and symmetric boundary ex-
tensions [8], [20].

The numerical convergence orders of the full-vectorial MIB
schemes are depicted in Fig. 5. In all charts, the MIB errors with

and are shown as dashed lines.
For each MIB scheme, the numerical errors have been fitted to a
straight line in the log-log scale by using the least squares (LS).
In particular, the absolute error is assumed to be a function
of with the form

where and are undetermined convergence coefficients. For
each MIB scheme, these two coefficients can be estimated in the
log-log scale by first conducting logarithms and then applying
LS linear fitting. This gives rise to a solid convergence line in
Fig. 5, and the corresponding slope which is actually LS-esti-
mated numerical convergence ratio is also given in Fig. 5.
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It is clear from Fig. 5 that, for , the MIB scheme at-
tains second-order convergence, except in the last test, where
certain overperformance is encountered for coarse meshes. By
using , the LS-fitted slopes are all around 3.0. This
indicates that the third-order convergence is achieved numeri-
cally. In other words, the overall numerical order is dominated
by the order of the corner treatment, as discussed in Section II-C.
Similarly, a larger is not able to produce a higher order
convergence. Thus, unlike the previous numerical studies, MIB
schemes with are not considered. We finally note that
the present MIB results for are in good agreement with
the literature results [13] in terms of convergence rates. More-
over, if relative errors were considered in Fig. 5, the MIB errors
could be almost of the same magnitude as those reported in [13].

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we introduce a highly accurate interface
scheme, the matched interface and boundary method for eigen-
mode analysis of rectangular dielectric waveguides. The MIB
technique, originally proposed in [8], is the first method that
provides a systematic approach to generate finite-difference
schemes to arbitrarily high orders for interface problems in
computational electromagnetics. Like existing higher order
interface schemes, this is achieved by appropriately enforcing
the physical jump conditions at material interfaces. However,
fundamentally different procedures are employed in the MIB
jump condition enforcement, so that the difficulties associated
with other interface schemes in extending to arbitrarily high
order are simply bypassed. In particular, there are two major
differences. First, the MIB method introduces the concept of the
iterative use of low-order jump conditions so that treatments of
higher order jump conditions that can be numerically involving
[8] are avoided. Secondly, the MIB is not based on the Taylor
expansion. Instead, tensor product finite-difference approx-
imation and interpolation are utilized [8]. Theoretically, we
know that the finite-difference weights are derived based on the
Taylor expansion. However, by using a small subroutine [21],
one can numerically generate any finite-difference weights.
This essentially avoids the formidable algebra involved in
the manual derivation based on the Taylor expansions. Both
differences are attributed to the success of the MIB method in
achieving arbitrarily high order in dealing with straight inter-
faces and boundaries [8], [20] and to attain up to sixth order of
convergence for curved interfaces and boundaries [18], [19].

In this paper, a scalar MIB method is introduced for modal
analysis of rectangular waveguide with single straight inter-
face. Both TM and TE modes are studied. Orders up to 12
are confirmed in the eigenmode analysis of partially filled
waveguides. In order to enforce jump conditions of dielectric
waveguide with two perpendicular interfaces, in which two
Cartesian components of the magnetic field are coupled, a novel
full-vectorial MIB method is proposed. Moreover, to account
for the singular behavior of the field in the vicinity of the
dielectric corner, a superior corner-handling technique [13] is
utilized in the present full-vectorial MIB approach. Benchmark
problems are employed to validate the proposed full-vectorial
approach. Higher order of convergence is attained numerically.

The generalization of the full-vectorial MIB method to deal
with curved interfaces is currently under the consideration.

APPENDIX A
ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

For the TE mode with PEC boundaries, the eigenvector so-
lution of (1) can be given as [22]

(18)
where is an integer, , and and can be ob-
tained via

(19)

(20)

Solving and from (19) and (20) and taking , the prop-
agation constant is given as

(21)

Similarly, for the TM mode with PEC boundaries, the eigen-
vector solution of (2) is

(22)
where and satisfy (19) and

(23)

Solving and from (19) and (23) and taking , the prop-
agation constant is also given by (21). For both TE and TM
modes, the effective propagation constant will be
reported.
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